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FEEDBACK 
 

We did it    (Aruni) 
 
Congratulations to Shubha Kumar Dr Aksheya Kumar Founders of India Club on hosting 

fantastic session on Beat Diabetes Together! The session was very useful! Thank you to 
Dr Michelle Byrne Hills Shire Mayor, Nimeesha Gupta Indian Consulate General of Sydney, 
Dr Rajini Jayaballa, Prof Vicki Flood on sharing great Diabetes information to our beautiful 

community. Well done everyone! Friends, I have tried to capture as much as useful slides 
from session for you all! Stay safe! Stay healthy! Sending hugs and love! Brighter Stellar 
Inc                                                                                  (Pratibha) 

 
It was a fabulous webinar today! So glad I participated   (Swati Mishra) 
 

The webinar was very enlightening and informative with health talks, food 
demonstrations, Questions & Answers sessions etc              Tiya  

 

I did enjoy the webinar it is quite useful.                           (Ratnakumar) 
 
It was very informative and eye opener. I would love to register again if there would be 

another webinar in regards health and wellbeing                    (Mercedes) 
 
Thanks, so much for giving me the opportunity to hear this excellent presentation. My 

motivation was to get some ideas on how to help the Asylum Seekers with ways to 
prevent the onset of diabetes. Please keep us informed            (Noeline) 
 

Thank you for that lovely session   (Chan) 
 
Quite an interesting & impressive session                                 (Lalitha) 

 
Thankyou Shubha Ji for initiating this talk. It was great watching the food demo and 
understanding the diabetes implications                                   (Nimeesha) 

 
Thank you so much for the feedback – it is very pleasing to hear that has been a helpful 
way of talking about this important topic. I would also like to echo Rajini’s sentiments – 

the leadership you are providing is terrific. I am looking forward to connecting in with next 
steps.                                                                                     (Prof Vicki –Speaker) 
 

Thank you for having us and hosting a fantastic virtual event. You are doing a fabulous 
job of leading the way in helping to beat diabetes in the community. (Dr Rajini – Speaker) 
 
Shubha you are very talented. It is never easy to get people with quality and have a programme, even in 
this restricted time. I now don’t work. Will talk to you soon. It was very commendable to have this issue 
discussed. Indian subcontinent is one of the highest number of people with Diabetes 2 and it is mainly 
thanks to our sweets made from milk and ghee and sugar! Recipe for disaster!        Dr Surekha 

    Aishverya 
 
Very good information. A bit too long. 1 hour session is enough.    (Sandra) 
 
 


